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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Context. Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compromises that sacrifice long-term 
health of a software product to achieve short term benefit. TD is a strategy for the development team to 
obtain business value. TD can do both harm and good to a software based on the situation of TD 
accumulation. Therefore, it is important to manage TD in order to avoid the accumulated TD across the 
breaking point. In large-scale distributed projects, development teams located in different sites, 
technical debt management (TDM) becomes more complex and difficult compared with traditional 
collocated projects. In recent years, TD metaphor has attracted the attention from academics, but there 
are few studies in real settings and none in large-scale globally distributed projects. 
Objectives. In this study, we aim to explore the factors that have significant impact on TD and how 
practitioner manage TD in large-scale distributed projects. 
Methods. We conducted an exploratory case study to achieve the objectives. The data was collected 
through archival records and a semi-structured interview. For the archival data, hierarchical multiple 
regression was used to analyze the relationship between identified factors and TD. For interview data, 
we used qualitative content analysis method to get a deep understanding of TDM in this studied case. 
Resul ts. Based on the results of archival data analysis, we identified three factors that show significant 
positive correlation with TD. These three factors were task complexity, global distance, and maturity, 
which were evaluated by the architect during the semi-structured interview. The architect also believed 
that these factors have strong relationships with TD. TDM in this case includes seven management 
activities: TD prevention, identification, measurement, documentation, communication, prioritization, 
and repayment. The tool used for TDM is an internally implemented tool called wiki page. We also 
summarize the roles involved and approaches used with respect to each TDM activity. Two identified 
TDM challenges in this case were TD measurement and prioritization. 
Conclus ions. We conclude that 1) TDM in this case is not complete. Due to the lack of TD monitoring, 
the measurement of TD is static and lacks an efficient way to track the change of cost and benefit of 
unresolved TD over time. Therefore, it is difficult to find a proper time point to repay a TD. 2) The wiki 
page is not enough to support TDM, and some specific tools should be combined with wiki page to 
manage TD comprehensively. 3) TD measurement and prioritization should get more attention both 
from practitioners and academics to find a suitable way to solve such challenges in TDM. 4) Factors 
that make significant contribution to TD should be carefully considered, which increase the accuracy of 
TD prediction and improve the efficiency of TDM. 

 
Keywords: technical debt management, large-scale 
distributed project, factors. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to research context  
In 1992, when studying the development process of a portfolio management 

system, Ward Cunningham borrowed concepts from financial fields and first 
introduced the metaphor of Technical Debt (TD). TD reflects technical compromises 
to achieve short-term benefit at a cost of hurting the long-term health of a software 
product, which puts future development and maintenance at a high potential risk [1]. 
TD refers to any incomplete, immature or inadequate artifact in the software 
development lifecycle affecting subsequent development and maintenance activities, 
which is treated as a type of debt that the developers owe the system [2].  

TD can do both good and harm to a software project [3]. On the one hand, it 
is common that a software project intentionally incurs some debts in the development 
process, because small amount of debts can speed up the development and make the 
company ahead of competitors in the market. On the other hand, TD can also be 
incurred unintentionally. In this case, neither the project manager nor the development 
team is aware of the existence, location, and consequences of the TD. If the 
unintentional TD remains invisible and unresolved, TD can be accumulated 
incrementally and cause challenges to the maintenance and evolution of a product [3].  

To make the accumulated TD under control, technical debt management 
(TDM) is required throughout the development process. One part of TDM includes 
activities preventing potential TD from being incurred. Meanwhile, TDM also 
includes activities dealing with the accumulated TD to make it visible and controllable, 
and to keep a balance between cost and value of the software project [3]. According 
to Li et al [3], TDM is basically composed of eight activities: TD identification, 
measurement, prioritization, prevention, monitoring, repayment, 
representation/documentation and communication, among which TD identification, 
measurement, and repayment are the three fundamental TDM activities. These 
activities composed a series of management processes for TD. Generally, TD can be 
classified into ten types based on the causes of TD: requirements, architectural, design, 
code, test, build, documentation, infrastructure, versioning and defect TD [3]. For 
different TD types, the adopted TDM activities are same, while the approaches used 
for each activity may vary between TD types. 

Recent years, the flourishing discussion and application of TD metaphor in 
software communities have attracted the attention of academic researchers, and many 
studies have been conducted on the topic of TD. For example, Fontana, et al. [4] 
focused on the prioritization of code TD, trying to find the most critical code debt for 
refactoring. These authors also conducted research into code TD identification by 
filtering detection results of code smell which is a sub-type of code TD, and removing 
false positives in the results [5]. However, existing studies focus on activities within 
TDM rather than investigate the full process in industrial settings [3]. It is important 
to understand TDM through the whole process because TDM activities are dependent 
on each other. For example, TD measurement is the premise of TD monitoring, 
because without input data from TD measurement, it is impossible for development 
teams to monitor TD. Meanwhile, teams are not able to have any reasoning for other 
TDM activities due to lack of TD monitoring [6]. So, more studies should be carried 
out to understand how practitioners manage TD throughout the TDM process.  
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Furthermore, there is no study investigating the whole TDM process in large-
scale distributed projects. Large-scale software development is an activity heavily 
relying on smooth communication and collaboration, which requires diverse expertise 
and substantial human resources [7]. But as the size of a software project increases, 
the size of development team also scales up, it is impractical to concentrate all human 
resources in a single site. Companies realize that it is beneficial to distribute some 
tasks to other locations that are closer to customers and necessary resources [7]. With 
the fast development of information technology, it is more convenient and cost-
effective for organizations to distribute their large-scale projects to different positions 
[7]. However, the coordination between different sites is still problematic due to the 
intrinsic shortage of distributed collaboration tools. Under such condition, issues that 
occur during the development and maintenance process are more difficult to solve 
compared to traditional collocated development, since the relationship between 
distributed teams is not as tight as traditional teams who coordinate via task 
organization and team communication [7]. TDM in large-scale distributed projects can 
be more complex. It needs to guarantee that people in multiple sites share the same 
understanding of TD and align to TDM [8]. In large-scale distributed projects, TD can 
be affected by several factors, including common factors like task complexity [9], and 
factors specifically for the context of large-scale distribution like distance [10]. So 
before managing TD, it should first be identified what factors affect TD. By controlling 
factors affecting TD, TDM can be conducted to manage TD sequentially. 

Based on the above research gap, we aim to investigate what factors can 
influence TD under such condition, and how practitioners conduct TDM in large-scale 
distributed projects. The results from this thesis can contribute to both academia and 
industry by bridging the gaps between both sides, supplementing literature study with 
measures in practice and providing practitioners with academic research. 

1.2 Aim and objectives     
       The aim of this research is to explore what factors impact technical debt and 
identify how practitioners manage TD in large-scale distributed projects in practice.  

To achieve the main goal, four sub-objectives are defined:  
 To explore the relationship between different factors and TD. 
 To identify the tools and methods used for TDM in large-scale distributed 

projects. 
 To explore the roles involved in TDM in large-scale distributed projects. 
 To explore the challenges that practitioners face to carry out TDM in large-

scale distributed projects.  

1.3 Research questions 
According to the objective, our research will answer the following questions: 
RQ1: What are the factors that impact TD in large-scale distributed projects? 
 RQ1.1: How do these factors impact TD in large-scale distributed 

projects?  
       RQ2: How do practitioners manage TD in large-scale distributed projects?  

 RQ2.1: What methods and tools are used to manage TD in terms of 
each management activity in a large-scale distributed project?  

 RQ2.2: Which roles are involved in each TDM activity in large-scale 
distributed projects? 
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 RQ2.3: What challenges are associated with TDM in large-scale 
distributed projects? 

In this research, we conducted a case study to figure out how practitioners 
manage TD in a large-scale distributed project. First, we made a hierarchical multiple 
regression analysis on the archival data provided by Ericsson to identify several factors 
which impact TD from all factors in the data (RQ1) and analyze the impact of these 
factors on TD (RQ1.1). Then, a semi-structured interview was conducted to explore 
the methods and tools used for TDM (RQ2.1), the roles involved in TDM (RQ2.2), 
and the challenges associated with TDM (RQ2.3). At the end of the interview, we 
discussed the hierarchical multiple regression analysis results with the interviewee and 
tried to find out other new factors (RQ1). The corresponding relationship between 
methods and research questions is shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 Mapping the research method and research questions 

1.4 Process of the research 
The research was conducted through four steps. First, we reviewed relative 

papers to get an understanding of TDM and the state of art of TDM. Then, a 
hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to analyze the archival data provided 
by Ericsson, in order to figure out the relationship between several factors and TD. In 
the third step, a semi-structured interview was conducted to explore how practitioners 
manage TD in a large-scale distributed project, and to discuss the archival data analysis 
results with interviewee to evaluate our findings. Finally, we got the body of 
knowledge of TDM in large-scale distributed projects and reported the findings. The 
process of this research is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 The process of this thesis 
 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: The second chapter 

presents the background and related work about TDM and large-scale distributed 
projects. The third chapter presents a detailed description of the research methodology, 
such as the rationale to select case study and how it is designed as well as executed to 
achieve the research objectives. The fourth chapter presents and analyzes the results 
obtained from the case study. The fifth chapter presents a discussion in terms of the 
research questions. Finally, in chapter six we present our conclusions and vision in the 
future work. The whole thesis structure is shown in Figure 1.3. 

  
Figure 1.3 The structure of the thesis 
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2 RELATED WORK 
 
2.1 Large-scale distributed software development 

Nowadays, advanced telecommunications and collaboration technologies are 
providing an added incentive to collaborate with geographically distributed colleagues. 
Some companies find it strategically important to distribute tasks to other locations 
that are closer to clients, skilled personnel, and technical resources (e.g., hardware, 
tools, test labs, etc.) [11]. However, large-scale distributed software development is 
always associated with a complex network of interconnected tasks, and the 
interdependence between the various tasks makes system development iterative, 
leading to development delay which causes extra loss of time without profits. Yao et 
al. [11] analyzed the network of large-scale software development and found that task 
networks have properties of sparseness, small world and scaling regimes just like other 
real-world networks. One strategy to deal with such network is reusing existing 
modules, since it allows firms to exploit the knowledge embedded in reused modules 
to reduce the complexity and scope of the software development project, thus 
significantly reducing the software development time. 

In order to manage distributed concurrent development, Aoyama [12] 
proposed a framework model which consists 3 layers: collaboration layer, information 
layer, and operation layer. This model can implement the management of the process, 
product, project, organization and software engineering environment in distributed 
concurrent development. 

Traditional organization theories suggest that teams coordinate explicitly via 
task organization and team communication. However, asynchronous and distributed 
collaborators have fewer opportunities to interact than real-time and collocated 
collaborators. In spite of the abundance of distributed collaboration tools, the fact 
remains that coordination in distributed, large-scale software development is still 
problematic for many organizations because working from a distance brings increased 
coordination overhead, reduced richness in communication media, and more 
substantial delays [11]. 

2.2 Technical debt  
Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compromises that can 

yield short-term benefit but may hurt the long-term health of a software system. This 
metaphor was initially concerned with software implementation (i.e., at code level), 
but it has been gradually extended to software architecture, detailed design, and even 
documentation, requirements, and testing [3]. 

In order to make a secondary study of TD, Tom et al. [13] conducted a 
systematic literature review (SLR) to establish a theoretical framework of technical 
debt. The authors identified two elements of TD, code decay and design debt, and the 
boundaries of TD. Meanwhile, they discussed the reasons and outcomes of technical 
debt’s arising. Based on this SLR, they complemented with a multivocal literature 
review (MLR) [14] and improved the framework to consolidate understanding of TD. 
The updated framework incorporates the different dimensions, attributes, precedents 
and outcomes of TD. 
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2.3 Technical debt types 
TD was initially concerned with software implementation, namely, it focuses 

more on the technical issues at code level [1]. During the past decade, it has been 
extended to other aspects of a software project such as testing, documentation, 
requirements, design and architecture [15]. A detailed classification of TD type helps 
development teams to understand TD comprehensively, which also facilitates the 
management of TD. Generally, TD can be categorized into ten types [3]. The definition 
of each TD type is shown as below: 

 Requirements TD refers to the distance between the optimal requirements 
specification and the actual solution. 

 Architectural TD refers to some improper architecture decisions that can 
harm internal quality aspects. 

 Design TD is about making shortcuts with respect to detailed design. 
 Code TD refers to poorly written code that does not follow best coding 

standards or coding practices.  
 Test TD refers to taking shortcuts in testing (e.g., lack of unit tests or 

integration tests due to time budget). 
 Build TD refers to the flaws in the build system or build process of a 

software system, which make the build overly complex and difficult. 
 Documentation TD refers to any insufficient, incomplete, or outdated 

documentation of a software project (e.g., out-of-date architecture 
documentation and lack of code comments).  

 Infrastructure TD refers to sub-optimal configuration of software and 
hardware that negatively affects the team’s ability to produce a product 
with good quality.  

 Versioning TD is caused by improper source code versioning (e.g., 
unnecessary code forks ). 

 Defect TD refers to defects, bugs, or failures detected in a software product. 
 

2.4 Technical debt management 
In order to systematically manage TD, it is necessary to have a clear and 

thorough understanding on TDM. TDM is composed of a set of activities that prevent 
potential TD from being incurred or deal with existing TD to keep it under a reasonable 
level. Generally, there are eight TDM activities which are TD prevention, 
identification, measurement, representation/documentation, prioritization, 
monitoring, and repayment [3]. The definition of each TDM activity is shown as below: 

 TD prevention aims to prevent potential TD from being incurred. 
 TD identification aims to detect TD caused by intentional or unintentional 

technical decisions in a software system.  
 TD measurement aims to quantify the cost and benefit of identified TD 

or estimates the overall accumulation level of TD in a software system.  
 TD documentation aims to provide a uniform way to present and codify 

TD, which address the concerns of particular stakeholders.  
 TD communication aims to discuss the identified TD so that it can be 

further managed.  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 TD prioritization aims to prioritize identified TD based on predefined 
rules or standards so that TD can be repaid through a reasonable order. 

 TD monitoring aims to keep tracking the changes of the cost and benefit 
of unresolved TD continuously. Through this way, the development team 
could find a proper time point to repay TD. 

 TD repayment aims to resolve or mitigate TD in a software system 
through reengineering, refactoring or other techniques.    

The eight TDM activities mentioned above cover the main aspects of TD 
management comprehensively, and are adopted by many other studies. In this study, 
we also base our research on these eight activities. 

2.4.1 Approaches for technical debt management 
For each identified TDM activity, there are different approaches which have 

been used, proposed, and developed for TDM. Li et al. [3] collected and synthesized 
approaches adopted for each TDM activity, which covered approaches mostly 
mentioned in the literature. The extracted approaches are shown in Table 2.1. 

 
Table 2.1 Approaches used for each TDM activity 

TDM activity Approach   Description 
TD prevention Development 

process 
improvement 

Improving existing development processes to prevent 
certain types of TD from occurring  

Architecture 
decision 
making 
support 

Choosing architecture design options with less chance to 
incur potential TD according to previous experience. 

Lifecycle cost 
planning 

Planning the cost throughout a system’s lifecycle to 
minimize overall TD 

Human 
factors 
analysis 

Minimizing the unintentional TD caused by human 
factors (e.g., indifference and ignorance)  

TD 
identification 

Code analysis  Identifying violated coding rules and lacked tests by 
analyzing the source code. It also identifies design or 
architecture issues by calculating metrics from the 
source code. 

Dependency 
analysis  

Analyzing dependencies between software elements 
(e.g., components, modules) to detect potential TD 

Check list   Creating a list to check predefined scenarios about 
whether TD is incurred. Development teams could 
check against this list to identify potential TD. 

Solution 
comparison  

Comparing the adopted solution with the optimal one in 
several aspects (e.g., cost/benefit ratio). TD is incurred 
if the adopted solution is not the optimal one. 

TD 
measurement 

Calculation 
model  

Using mathematical formulas or models to calculate TD 

Code metrics Using source code metrics to calculate TD 
Human 
estimation  

Manually estimating TD based on experience and 
expertise of practitioners 

Cost Estimating the cost of handling the incurred TD by 
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categorization  various categories 
Operational 
metrics  

Using quality metrics of product operation to estimate 
TD 

Solution 
comparison  

Calculating the deviation between the adopted and the 
optimal solution 

TD 
documentation 

Formatted TD 
item 

Identifying each TD item with a detailed description, 
including various fields of the TD item (e.g., ID, 
location, Responsible/author, type, etc.) 

TD 
communication 

TD dashboard Creating a dashboard displaying TD items, types, and 
amounts to inform stakeholders of the existing TD  

Backlog  Putting all identified TD items into the backlog of the 
software project, together with issues to be resolved in 
the development. In the backlog, TD items can be 
treated as important as bugs and unimplemented features  

Dependency 
visualization 

Visualizing the dependencies between software 
elements (e.g., components and packages) and 
identifying the undesirable dependencies (e.g., overly 
complex dependencies) 

Code metrics 
visualization 

Visualizing code metrics generated by tools, and 
highlighting elements whose measured quality (e.g., 
code complexity) is bad 

TD list Making TD items visible to stakeholders by creating a 
TD list including all identified TD items 

TD 
propagation 
visualization 

Showing the connections about how a TD item affects 
and is affected by other TD items 

TD 
prioritization 

Cost/benefit 
analysis 

Repaying a TD item first if resolving this TD item can 
yield a higher benefit than cost.  

High 
remediation 
cost first 

Repaying TD items that are costlier to resolve first   

Portfolio 
approach 

Considering TD items, new functionality, and bugs as 
assets with risks and investment opportunities, and 
selecting the asset set that can maximize the return on 
investment or minimize the investment risk  

High interest 
first 

Repaying TD items which incur higher interest first  

TD monitoring Threshold-
based 
approach 

Defining thresholds for quality metrics related to TD, 
and showing warnings with thresholds which are not 
met  

TD 
propagation 
tracking 

Tracking the impacts of an identified TD on other parts 
of a system through checking dependencies 

Planned check Regularly measuring and tracking the change of the 
identified TD 

TD 
monitoring 
with quality 
attribute focus 

Monitoring the change in quality attributes that can 
deteriorate the status of TD 
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TD plot Plotting various aggregated measures of TD over time 
and showing the trends indicated by the curve 

TD repayment Refactoring  Making changes to the code, design, or architecture of 
software to improve the internal quality without 
affecting current behaviors 

Rewriting  Rewriting the code that contains TD 
Automation  Automating manually-repeated work like manual tests, 

manual builds and manual deployment 
Reengineering  Evolving existing software to exhibit new features and 

improve operational quality  
Repackaging  Grouping cohesive modules to simplify the 

dependencies among the modules so that the 
maintainability can be increased.  

Bug fixing  Resolving identified bugs 
Fault 
tolerance 

Strategically adding runtime exceptions in the location 
of TD  

 

2.4.2 Tools for technical debt management 
In order to implement TDM approaches, we need to select proper tools to 

support the approaches. Different tools have their own usage, working in specific 
environments and focusing on different aspects, therefore the selection of tools is a 
crucial issue to consider when managing TD. Li et al. [3] also studied the tools used 
in TDM, most of which deal with code TD. Table 2.2 shows the identified TDM tools.   
 
Table 2.2 Tools for TDM 

Tool  Functionality TD Type 
SIG Software 
Analysis Toolkit 

Calculating code properties Code TD 

Google CodePro 
Analytix 

Calculating code metrics Design 
TD 

iPlasma Calculating code metrics Design 
TD 

Eclipse Metrics Calculating code metrics Design 
TD 

Rational AppScan Identifying security flaws in source code Code TD 
PMD Looking for potential problems in source code Code TD 
PHPMD Detecting mess (e.g., over complicated expressions) in 

PHP code 
Code TD 

NDepend Calculating. NET code metrics Code TD 
NCovcr Analyzing code coverage for .NET Test TD 
FxCop Analyzing managed code assemblies to identify 

compliance issues against .NET programming guidelines 
Code TD 

CodeXpert Automating PL/SQL code quality and standards reviews Code TD 
Cobertura Analyzing code coverage for Java Test TD 
Checkstyle Checking Java code against coding standards Code TD 
Software maps 
tool* 

Visualizing code quality of source code files Code TD 
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RE-KOMBINE Identifying and measuring requirements TD Require
ments 
TD 

Code Christmas 
Trees 

Visualizing code complexity and coverage Code TD 

CAST’s 
Software’s 
Applications 
Intelligence 
Platform 

Identifying violations in source code and categorizing the 
violations by quality attributes 

Code 
TD, 
architect
ural TD 

Technical Debt 
Evaluation 
(SQALE) plugin 
for SonarQube* 

Analyzing, measuring, visualizing, and prioritizing TD 
based on SQALE quality model 

Code TD 

STAN Calculating the structure quality metrics of Java systems Design 
TD 

Resource 
Standard Metrics 

Calculating source code metrics and analyzing code 
quality to find style violations and logic problems 

Design 
TD, 
Code TD 

DebtFlag* Supporting TDM by maintaining an implementation level 
representation of TD and providing needed information for 
project level management; providing an Eclipse Plugin to 
capture TD by using lightweight documentation tool, and 
a Web application to manage TD. 

Code TD 

RBML 
compliance 
checker 

Calculating a distance between a realization of a design 
pattern and the intended design 

Design 
TD 

A tool to identify 
bad dependencies 

Identifying bad intra- and inter- module dependencies Architect
ural TD, 
Code TD 

Sonar TD plugin* Identifying and measuring TD in the form of low code 
coverage, design, violations, complexity, comments 

Code 
TD, Test 
TD, 
Docume
ntation 
TD 

SonarQube Open platform for managing code quality Code TD 
SonarQube 
COBOL Plugin 

Performing objective and automated COBOL code 
reviews against coding best practices 

Code TD 

CLIO Identifying modularity violations Architect
ural TD 

CodeVizard Identifying code smells Design 
TD 

FindBugs Identifying automatic static analysis issues Code TD 
 

2.4.3 Strategies for managing TD 
When managing TD, appropriate strategies are necessary to support decisions 

about when and to what extend a TD item should be paid off, because there should be 
a proper balance between improving productivity and ensuring the health of the 
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product. Alves et al. [16] studied the strategies followed by different researches and 
found six most cited strategies, which are shown in Table 2.3. However, the drawback 
of these researches is that they failed to evaluate the applicability of these strategies.  

 
Table 2.3 TDM strategies 

Strategy Definition 
Cost-Benefit Analysis This strategy evaluates whether the expected 

interest is high enough to support the decision 
of paying the debt. 

Portfolio Approach This strategy centers on the list of identified 
TD items, containing the location, the 
identification time, the responsible person, 
the reason why it is considered TD, an 
estimate of the principal, estimates of the 
expected interest amount (EIA) and interest 
standard deviation (ISD), and estimates of the 
correlations of this item with other TD items. 

Options Investment in paying off the debt is similar to 
paying for the option that facilitates change to 
the software, but without immediate profits. 
The value of the investment is in the form of 
options, which are used to support decisions 
of repaying TD 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) AHP helps to structure a problem, compare 
alternatives with respect to specified criteria, 
and determine an overall ranking for each 
alternative. In TDM, AHP will provide a 
prioritized ranking of TD items for repayment 

Calculation of TD Principle This strategy follows a defined process to 
calculate the TD Principal and relate the 
identified issues to different quality attributes. 

Marking of Dependencies and Code Issues This strategy manages problems and 
dependencies in the source code. It inserts 
tags in the source code to mark dependencies 
that may cause TD, so that the development 
team can visualize where TD is inserted and 
thus decide when to pay it based on the 
involved effort and the availability of project 
time. 

 
Note that some strategies mentioned above like Cost-Benefit Analysis and 

Portfolio Approach are also mentioned in TD prioritization approaches. What 
distinguishes strategies from approaches is that strategies need to “support decisions 
about when and if a TD item should be paid” [16] to be considered as strategies, while 
approaches are concrete measures after the decision to pay off a TD item has been 
made. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the selection of research method to answer the 

research questions. The motivation for selecting the research method and rejecting 
other alternative methods is discussed. The design and execution process of the 
research method is also presented. The remainder parts of this chapter are structured 
as follows: Section 3.1 presents the rationale behind selecting case study and rejecting 
other alternative research methods. Section 3.2 presents case selection strategy and 
unit of analysis. Section 3.3 presents subject selection. Section 3.4 presents data 
collection methods selection and execution process. Section 3.5 presents data analysis 
methods selection and analysis process. 

3.1 Research methods selection 
According to [17], four research methodologies are most relevant to software 

engineering: controlled experiments, case study, survey and action research. Among 
these four methods, case study was chosen as the most suitable research method for 
this study. The reasons for selecting case study and rejecting other alternative methods 
are given below. 

Case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” [17] There are four types of case 
study which are exploratory, descriptive, explanatory, and improving case study [18]. 
This paper adopted exploratory case study to conduct the research. Exploratory case 
study aims to “find out what is happening, seek new insight, and generating ideas and 
hypothesis for new research.” [18] Although many studies have been reported with 
respect to TDM, we still have less knowledge about TDM in large-scale distributed 
projects. It is necessary to understand the current situation and explore new knowledge 
of TDM with its real-life context (large-scale distributed project). Furthermore, case 
study involves a list of different data collection methods (e.g. questionnaire, interview, 
archival records, etc.). The advantage of this is being able to gather data from different 
sources, which gives us a comprehensive understanding of TDM and strengthen the 
validity of the research. 

A controlled experiment is “an investigation of a testable hypothesis where 
one or more independent variables are manipulated to measure their effect on one or 
more dependent variables.” [17] It allows researchers to find out whether a cause-
effect relationship exists between strictly controlled variables. However, the main 
objective of this study is to explore how practitioners manage TD in large-scale 
distributed project. Even though exploring the relationship between related factors and 
TD is also a sub-objective of this paper, we are not able to control these independent 
variables strictly. For example, it is not practical to ask a team with a high maturity to 
develop a simple task to see the changes in the amount of TD. So, we realized that this 
method was not adequate for our investigation. 

Survey research is “used to identify the characteristics of a broad population 
of individuals.” [17] It is most closely associated with the use of questionnaires for 
data collection and can also be conducted by using structured interviews [17]. 
Researchers have a high risk to get no answer or inaccurate answer, and a low response 
rate. Survey is a good choice when we are concerned with discovering what is the truth 
in general [17]. On the contrary, in this case, we wish to gain a deeper insight into how 
practitioners manage TD in one company with its specific environment. The TDM can 
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vary from one company to another. So, we realized that this method was not adequate 
for our investigation. 

Action research “attempt to solve a real-world problem while simultaneously 
studying the experience of solving the problem.” [17] Action researcher aims to 
intervene in the studied situations for the explicit purpose of improving the situation 
[17]. The researchers of the study will not make any interventions to the studied 
situation or tend to solve real-world problems that they are facing, but will explore 
how they cope with TDM in practice from an objective perspective. So, we realized 
that this method was not adequate for our investigation.  

3.2 Case selection strategy and unit of analysis 
A case is selected to explore the way that practitioners used to manage TD in 

large-scale distributed project. We choose the case from companies which have 
complete large-scale distributed projects, and the case itself should be a large-scale 
distributed project.  

There are two main categories of sampling technique which are probabilistic 
and non-probabilistic [17]. Probabilistic techniques include random stratified 
sampling and simple random sampling. Non-probabilistic techniques include 
convenience sampling, quota sampling, judgment sampling and snowball sampling. 
The case selection strategy we used is convenience sampling, which allows us to 
choose cases from the industrial collaboration network that our research can gain 
access to, based on mutual trust [18]. In this case study, the case is a large-scale 
distributed project of Ericsson as a part of a large system, which was launched in 1997 
and development teams are still working on this project now. Ericsson is a global 
software developing company with many branch offices around the world, and the 
project in this case has distributed teams in Sweden, India, USA, Italy and Poland. 
This case is selected because our supervisor has other research with Ericsson, so that 
he can introduce our research to Ericsson and help us gain access to this project. 

3.3 Subjects selection 
We also used convenience sampling strategy to select the subjects for the 

semi-structured interview. Convenience sampling suggests inviting the nearest and 
most convenient persons to take part in the interview [17]. In order to get a deep 
understanding of our research topic, the subjects should have experience related to 
large-scale distributed software development. In this research, it is convenient to select 
and access the subject in Ericsson who has a working relationship with our supervisor 
and has experience of large-scale distributed project development. 

In the planning phase of case study, we aimed to interview several people in 
this project including several roles (project managers, architects, developers, etc.) so 
that we can have a comprehensive understanding of TDM in this project from many 
aspects. But due to staff availability and time constraints, at last we were only able to 
interview one subject from Ericsson who is the chief architect of the software architect 
team (SAT) of this studied project. He is also the team leader of SAT in the last years. 
The SAT takes requirements for new functionality and is also responsible for keeping 
the architecture within the node to guarantee maintenance of the product from the long-
term perspective. He was responsible for the TDM in the project for about 18 years. 
Therefore, with a thorough understanding of the TDM process in this project, this 
architect is the proper subject for the interview and can provide us with explicit and 
convincing opinions about this project.  
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3.4 Data collection  
3.4.1 Data collection method selection 
       The most common methods for data collection of case study includes: 
interview, questionnaire, archival record, focus group and observation [18]. In this 
research, we plan to conduct semi-structured interviews (a sub-type of interview) and 
archival records instead of the other three methods due to the following reasons: 

 The research questions need to be answered qualitatively, while 
questionnaire is suitable to answer question quantitatively. 

 Interviews have higher response rate than questionnaires and enable more 
in-depth data collection, since interviewer can observe and ask questions, 
and generally decrease the number of “do not know” and “no answer”. 

 The archival records include different kinds of documents which is able to 
help us to collect data from different perspectives of a project. In this case, 
we can use the archival documents to analyze the factors that have impacts 
on TD. 

 Focus group is not realistic because we cannot guarantee to meet all the 
subjects at the same time. 

 Observation is not considered mainly due to the fact that it takes a lot of 
time, effort and money that beyond our budget. 

3.4.2 Data collection process 

3.4.2.1 Archival records 
A spreadsheet that aggregated relevant data was developed as the result of 

data collection conduct in other investigation [19] [20]. After signing the 
confidentiality agreement, we were allowed to use the data for academic purposes. The 
archival data was collected from 33 product customization tasks (PCs) of this studied 
project between 2013 and 2016. Six variables are included in this document, which are 
technical debt, task complexity, lead time, global distance, total developers, and 
maturity. The 33 values of each variable were collected and calculated by the authors 
of [19] [20]. Therefore, it is convenient to use these data directly for our research. The 
variables listed above are described as follows: 

Dependent variable: 
 Technical debt: technical debt in this case was calculated by using 

SonarQube, which is the amount of dollars needed to fix all problems 
(duplications, violations, comments, coverage, complexity, bugs, bad 
design) in the code base [21]. 

Independent variables: 
 Task complexity: the parameter is used to describe how complex the task 

is, which is measured by the unit manager and a group of product-level 
software architects. They selected one PC as the baseline and used planning 
poker to measure others. each PC was estimated by a positive integer 
(complexity points) [20].  

 Lead time: the total time needed to deliver a task, counted by days. 
 Global distance: the metric that measures the complexity of 

communication between sites, which represents the overhead of 
cooperation and coordination when more than one site is involved [22].  

 Maturity: the parameter to describe the level of how a team can deliver the 
product independently. 
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 Total developers: the number of developers involved in the development 
of each task.  

3.4.2.2 Semi-structured interview 
       The interview instrument containing a list of questions was carefully designed 
before conducting the interview. These questions are open-ended, which gives 
interviewee less limitation and makes them feel free to express what they think 
explicitly. The interview questions can be found in Appendix A. 

Before the formal interview was performed, we conducted one pilot test with 
other researchers who had some experience with software development in large-scale 
distributed project. The pilot test was used to evaluate the understandability of our 
interview instrument and to decide a proper interview procedure. Based on the 
feedback of subjects, we modify and polish the interview questions, and delete several 
unnecessary questions. The interview was planned to start with the general questions 
and then move to the specific ones. 

The interview was conducted by the two authors of this paper. One 
interviewer was responsible for interviewing and the other was responsible for taking 
notes. The interview totally lasted about 90 minutes. The whole conversation was 
recorded using a voice recording equipment and transcribed into text for further 
analysis. The detailed interview process is shown in Figure 3.1. 

As we can see in Figure 3.1, the interview was composed of 7 steps: 
 Step 1: We introduced ourselves and asked for the permission to record 

the whole conversation. 
 Step 2: We interpreted the aim and objectives of this research. 
 Step 3: We asked the interviewee to tell us some background information 

in terms of this project and his responsibility in this project. These 
questions were easy to answer and were bedding for the further discussion 
of TDM. 

 Step 4: The questions in this step were more specific. We firstly let him 
interpreted his understanding of TD. Then we moved forward to discuss 
TDM in this project. The TDM activities were not discussed in a fixed 
order. Instead, we let the interviewee interpret TDM in his own way. There 
are several reasons for that: 1) to avoid the interviewee feeling annoyed; 
2) to avoid giving him any implication. However, the discussion should 
cover all questions. If we did not find any answer to a specific question 
(e.g., the people who are responsible for TD measurement are not 
mentioned), then we explicitly asked the interviewee regarding that part. 

 Step 5: We checked if any TDM activities were not mentioned during the 
discussion. For example, in the interview, TD monitoring was ignored by 
the interviewee, then we presented the whole TDM process to the architect. 

 Step 6: Discussed the ignored TDM activity to figure out the reason why 
it was overlooked and the consequence of not conducting this TDM 
activity. 

 Step 7: We displayed the hierarchical multiple regression results to the 
interviewee, and let him interpret his supposed relationship between the 
identified significantly influential factors and TD from his own 
perspective. 

 Step 8: Expressed thanks to the interviewee. 
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Step 1 

 Introduce ourselves and ask for permission to record the whole 
conversation. 

 
Step 2 

 The interviewers interpret the objective of this case study 

 
Step 3 

 RQ1. Tell us some background about this project and your job in 
this project? 
RQ1. 1 How long has the project been running in Ericsson? 
RQ1. 2 How long have you worked in this project? 
RQ1. 3 What’s your role and responsibility in the project? 
 

 
Step 4 

 RQ2. What’s your understanding of TD?  
RQ3. How do you manage TD in this project? 
RQ4. Who is involved in TD management? 
RQ5. What tools does your company use to aid TD management 
related to each management activity? 
RQ6. What methods does your company use to manage TD 
related to each management activity?  
RQ7. What challenges are you facing when managing TD in 
large-scale distributed projects? 
 

 
Step 5 

 

The interviewers present the full TD management process to the 
interviewee and judge if any management activities are missing. 

 
Step 6 

 
 

RQ8. Do you think the other missing management activities are 
also important to ensure the success of TD management? 
RQ9. To what reason these management activities are ignored? 
RQ10. What are the negative effects if these ignored management 
activities are not covered? 

Step 7  The interviewers present the results of archival data analysis and 
discuss with the interviewee. 
RQ11. What do you think of the data analysis results of archival 
data? 
RQ12. Are there any factors that you think will impact TD? 
 

Step 8   

Figure 3.1 Interview process 

3.5 Data analysis  
3.5.1 Data analysis method selection 

The results of the semi-structured interview were analyzed by using content 
analysis, since it is a systematic and rule-guided technique used for analyzing all sorts 
of textual data. Particularly, it is useful for analyzing interview transcription [23]. 
Content analysis provides a way to distill words into a few content-related categories, 
which provides a condensed and broad description of the phenomenon and allows 
researchers to enhance the understanding of raw data [24]. Besides, content analysis is 
also a suitable method when we want to develop an understanding of a communication 
and identify essential process [25]. It focuses more on the meanings, intentions, 
consequences, and context [26]. Therefore, content analysis is a proper method to help 
us analyze the interview transcription and understand TDM in the context of large-
scale distributed project, and finally generate a complete process of TDM. 

Interview 
introduction 

Background 
information 

Understanding 
of TD & TDM 
in this project 

Ask for 
permission 

Discussion of 
the missed 

management 
activities 

Discussion of 
archival data 

analysis results 

No Yes 

End 
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We conducted a hierarchical multiple regression analysis to analyze the 
archival data. Hierarchical multiple regression is one kind of multiple regression, 
which aims to assess the contribution of a specific variable or a set of variables to the 
response variable [27]. That is, identifying independent relationships [27]. It is more 
flexible and allows researchers to specify the order of the entry of the independent 
variables in the regression equation [27]. Therefore, each independent variable can be 
assessed in terms of its additional explanatory power when it is entered into the 
equation. Hierarchical multiple regression is an improved version of standard multiple 
regression, while the full models of both methods are the same, and it also can be used 
to find the best prediction equation for a given set of variables as standards multiple 
regression does. According to the above description, hierarchical multiple regression 
is a suitable method to analyze archival data, so we could explore which factor is a 
significant predictor of TD, and generate the best prediction equation with the five 
variables (task complexity, lead time, global distance, maturity, and total developers) 
from the archival document. 

3.5.2 Data analysis process 

3.5.2.1 Hierarchical multiple regression analysis  
 This section presents the process of conducting hierarchical multiple 

regression analysis. As we can see in Figure 3.2, it starts with detecting unusual points, 
and the unusual points are removed after discussion between us. Then, all variables 
are normalized. After the data is processed, we conduct hierarchical multiple 
regression in (Statistical Package of Social Science) SPSS. Four regression 
assumptions (linearity, independence, homoscedasticity, and normality) are tested 
with the output from SPSS. We also check the multicollinearity between variables and 
finally report the results. 
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Figure 3.2 Hierarchical multiple regression analysis process 

 
A. Checking unusual points  

There are three kinds of unusual points: outliers, high leverage points and 
highly influential points [28]. We use Studentized deleted residual (SDR), Leverage 
value (LEV), and Cook’s distance (COO) to detect the outliers, high leverage points, 
and highly influential points separately. After checking, only outliers and high 
leverage points are identified, and no highly influential points are identified. After 
discussion, these nine unusual points were removed from the data set and 24 cases 
were left. The details of unusual points are shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Checking for unusual points 

Category  Exclusive criteria  Case ID Value  
Outliers SDR>3 or SDR<-3 13 5.15621 
High leverage points LEV>0.2 2 .77965 

31 .75911 
1 .37636 
9 .34120 
30 .32983 
25 .31498 
24 .26779 
27 .24127 

 
B. Data normalization 
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Data normalization is necessary when the scale of data is not at the same level. 
In this multiple regression analysis, it is obvious that the scale is different among 
different variables (e.g. the values of technical debt variable were mostly more than 
1000, while the value of maturity was ranging from 0 to 4). Therefore, we normalized 
the data range from 0 to 1 by using min-max normalization method which also 
preserved the relationship among the original data values [29]. The formula of this 
min-max method as shown below: 

Xnew = (X – Xmin) / (Xmax – Xmin) 
    Where X means the variable under transformed. Xnew means the variable that 

after transformed. Xmin and Xmax represents the smallest and biggest value of this 
variable in the data set. 

C. Conduct hierarchical multiple regression analysis in SPSS 
These data of each variable were inputted into SPSS version 23 and the 

template formula of final regression model for this analysis is given as below: 
 

Y = B0 + B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3 + B4X4 + B5X5  

 
The independent variables were divided into five groups (group1: task 

complexity, group2: lead time, group3: global distance, group4: total developers, 
group5: maturity). Each regression model is a different combination of independent 
variables to be used for one multiple regression. In the beginning, the independent 
variable in the first group was entered into the regression model. Then a second 
multiple regression was done with a new group of independent variable together with 
the independent variable(s) in the previous step. This process was iterated until all the 
remaining independent variables were entered into the regression model.  

 
D. Testing linearity 

The partial regression plots are used to check the linear relationship between 
dependent variable and each independent variable [30]. Visually, from these 
regression plots in Figure 3.3, task complexity, global distance, maturity, and total 
developers shows a significant linear relationship with technical debt. Lead time shows 
some kind of linear relationship with technical debt. 
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Figure 3.3 Regression partial plots of independent variables against technical debt 

 
E. Testing independence 

It is assumed that observations between and within groups are independent. 
Independence of residuals was checked by analyzing Durbin-Watson statistics. If the 
value of Durbin-Watson test is between 1.5 and 2.5, there is no linear autocorrelation 
in the data [27]. The Durbin-Watson value in our test is 2.332 (seeing Table 3.2), which 
is acceptable. So, there is independence of residuals in our data. 

  
Table 3.2 Durbin-Watson test 

Durbin-Watson test 
2.332 

 
F. Testing homoscedasticity 

The assumption of homoscedasticity is that the residuals are equal for all 
values of the predicted dependent variable. To check for heteroscedasticity, we 
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conducted the Breusch-Pagan and the Koenker test [31]. The results of the tests are 
shown in Table 3.3. As we can see, the sig-value of both tests are not less than 0.05. 
So, we cannot reject the null hypothesis (heteroskedasticity not present), which means 
that the assumption of homoscedasticity has been met.  

 
Table 3.3 Breusch-Pagan and Koenker test 

Breusch-Pagan and Koenker test statistics and sig-values 
 LM Sig 

Breusch-Pagan 6.813 .235 
Koenker 10.160 .071 

 
G. Testing normality 

The normal distribution of residuals is tested by visually checking the normal 
P-P plot [27]. In Figure 3.4, the points on the plot remain close to the diagonal line, 
which means residuals are normally distributed. So, we do not violate the assumption 
of normality. 

 
Figure 3.4 Normal P-P plot of regression standardized residual 

 
H. Testing multicollinearity 

We used Tolerance/VIF values to check multicollinearity [32]. The tolerance 
of independent variables should be greater than 0.1 for there to be no multicollinearity. 
In addition, the VIF should be less than 10. As we can see in Table 3.4, the tolerance 
values in our study are all greater than 0.1 and the VIF values all less than 10. 
Therefore, there was no multicollinearity issue in this analysis. 
 
Table 3.4 Tolerance/VIF values of the variables in five regression models 

 
Variables  

Technical debt 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

T  VIF T  VIF T VIF T VIF T VIF 
Task complexity 1.000 1.000 .681 1.469 .671 1.490 .640 1.562 .333 3.006 
Lead time   .681 1.469 .620 1.613 .524 1.909 .521 1.919 
Global distance     .907 1.103 .893 1.120 .697 1.434 
Total developers       .665 1.505 .360 2.780 
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Maturity         .362 2.760 

Note: T means tolerance  

3.5.2.2 Content analysis  
According to Elo and Kyngäs [33], content analysis is conducted through 

three phases which include preparing, organizing and reporting. Each phase consists 
of several sub-activities. The detailed analysis process is shown in Figure 3.5. Based 
on the research questions, we divided the content analysis into two independent parts. 
The first part deals with the text related to TDM and the second part deals with the text 
about the factors that have impacts on TD. 

In the first part, the analysis started with the definition of unit analysis. We 
treated each TDM activity as a recording unit. Then, we made sense of the raw data 
and defined five coding categories: TDM activity, tools, methods, roles, and 
challenges. Before coding the text, we coded a sample text to test the clarity and 
consistency of the category definitions, and got an inter-coder agreement. Next, we 
coded the whole text, totally eight TDM activities were identified. The tools, methods, 
involved roles, and challenges associated with each TDM activity were listed in Table 
4.3. After the above steps, we rechecked the coding consistency. These five coding 
categories were suitable for coding our interview transcript, and all necessary data was 
labeled with corresponding categories. Finally, we reported the analysis results.  

The second part followed the same content analysis process except that the 
definition of unit analysis and categories are different. The unit of analysis is each 
factor that has impacts on TD and the categories were defined as factor and impact. 

       
 

Figure 3.5 The process of content analysis 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter deals with results presentation and analysis. The results were 

generated from hierarchical multiple regression analysis and content analysis. The 
results of hierarchical multiple regression analysis are used to answer RQ1. The 
content analysis results are divided into two parts to answer RQ1 and RQ2 separately. 
The remainder parts of this chapter are structured as follows: Section 4.1 presents and 
analyzes the results related to factors that have impacts on TD to answer RQ1. Section 
4.2 presents and analyzes the results regarding TDM in large-scale distributed project 
to answer RQ2.  
 
4.1 Results for RQ1  
       To analyze the relationship between relative factors and TD in large-scale 
distributed project. We firstly analyzed the archival records, five factors were entered 
into regression model sequentially. The factor included in each model can be seen in 
the left column of Table 4.1. We also list the relative statistics used for evaluating the 
goodness of each model to predict technical debt, as well as the statistics for analyzing 
the statistical significance of each factor for predicting technical debt. The identified 
significant factors (task complexity, global distance, maturity) were discussed during 
the semi-structured interview and recognized by the interviewee. We did not get any 
new factors that may have significant impacts on TD. The results of identified factors 
and their impacts are listed in Table 4.2. We will give a detailed analysis of these 
results in the following sub-section. 
 
Table 4.1 Summary of hierarchical regression analysis 

 
 
Variables  

Technical debt 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

B Beta t B Beta t B Beta t B Beta t B Beta t 

Constant -.014  -.354 -.037*  -.738 -.303*  -2.294 -.306*  -2.267 -.605*  -3.379 

Task complexity 2.962** .799 6.224 2.720** .734 4.667 2.582** .696 4.763 2.524** .681 4.459 3.648** .984 5.135 

Lead time    .124 .115 .732 .230 .213 1.398 .195 .181 1.070 .168 .155 1.012 

Global distance       .409* .270 2.150 .397* .263 2.033 .611* .404 3.054 

Total developers          .155 .072 .482 -.457 -.21
3 

-1.154 

Maturity             .248* .419 2.283 

  

R .799 .804 .844 .847 .883 

R2 .638 .647 .713 .717 .780 

Adjust R2 .621 .613 .670 .657 .719 

Δ R2 .638 .009 .066 .003 .064 

Δ F 38.737** .536 4.624* .232 5.214* 

df1 1 1 1 1 1 

df2 22 21 20 19 18 
F 38.737** 19.228** 16.572** 12.010** 12.782** 

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 
 
Table 4.2 Results of content analysis with respect to factors that have impact on TD 

ID Factor  Impact  
1 Task complexity Positive  
2 Global distance Positive  
3 Maturity Negative 
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4.1.1.1 Relationship between factors and TD 
Looking at Table 4.1, since we divided the five factors into five groups, so 

we totally got five regression models (the details about how the factor in each group 
was entered into the regression model has been described in section 3.5.2.1). These 
fives model can be used to predict TD and the best predicting model will be achieved 
through the following analysis. 

In Model 1 with task complexity as the predictor of TD, the R value is 0.799, 
thus a strong relationship exists between predictor variable and TD. The R2 (0.638) is 
significant at F (1, 22) = 38.737, p < 0.01, since it could account for 63.8% of the 
variance. The results show that task complexity is a significant predictor of TD.  

In Model 2 with two predictor variables (task complexity and lead time), the 
R value is 0.804 and the R2 is 0.647, thus 64.7 % of the variance have been accounted 
for. The change in R2 is not significant with F (1, 21) = 0.536, p > 0.05. This means 
that entry of the lead time does not increase the explained variance in TD.  

In Model 3 with three predictor variables (task complexity, lead time and 
global distance), the R value is 0.844 and the R2 is 0.713, thus 71.3% of the variance 
is accounted for. The R2 change is significant at F (1, 20) = 4.624, p < 0.05. This means 
that entry of global distance increases the explained variance in TD by 6.6% to a total 
of 71.3%.  

In Model 4 with four predictor variables (task complexity, lead time, global 
distance and total developers), the R value is 0.847 and the R2 is 0.717, thus 71.7% of 
the variance is accounted for. The R2 change is not significant by the F change test, 
with F (1, 19) = 0.232, p > 0.05. This means that entry of the total developers does not 
increase the explained variance in TD.  

Model 5 is the final model with five predictor variables (task complexity, lead 
time, global distance, total developers, and maturity), in which the R value is 0.883 
and the R2 is 0.780, thus 78% of the variance is accounted for. The R2 change is 
significant at F (1, 18) = 5.214, p < 0.05, which means that entry of the maturity 
increases the explained variance in TD.  

We also list the significance of five models respectively (seeing Table 4.3). 
As we can see, all five models are significant with p < 0.01. Through checking the F 
value which represents the overall predictive effects, the first model has the largest F 
value. 

From Table 4.2, the coefficients for the constant and all five predictors of TD 
are as follows: Constant = - 0.605, t = - 3.379, p < 0.05 (significant); task complexity, 
β = 3.648, t = 5.135, p < 0.01(significant); lead time, β =0.168, t=1.012, p > 0.05 (not 
significant); global distance, β = 0.611, t = 3.054, p < 0.05 (significant); total 
developers, β = - 0.02, t = - 1.154, p > 0.05 (not significant); maturity, β = 0.62, t = 
2.283, p < 0.05 (significant). Therefore, the best fitting model for predicting TD from 
the analysis above would be the linear combination of the constant, task complexity, 
global distance and maturity. The model is shown as below: 

Y (technical debt) = β 0 + β 1 (task complexity) + β 2 (global distance) + β 3 
(maturity) 

Where, β 0, β 1, β 2, β 3 are respectively – 0.605, 3.648, 0.611, 0.248. 
As we can see, all these three factors show a significant positive correlation 

with TD. Thus, the more complicated the task is, the more TD may be incurred during 
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the development process. The increase of global distance will also lead to higher TD. 
It is surprising that data shows that teams with higher maturity tend to create more TD. 
This finding needs further discussion. 

During the interview, when we showed the hierarchical multiple regression 
results to the interviewee, he believed that among all five factors, task complexity, 
global distance and maturity have significant relationships with TD.  

For task complexity, the architect suggested that task complexity has a strong 
relation to TD, complicated tasks tend to associate with higher debts. However, it was 
hard for the architect to judge exactly what can be seen as a complicated task, since 
the boundary is not clear for him. For example, the architect expressed his confusion 
as: “what is a complex task is hard to say, when a task contains a lot of lines of code, 
but from the functional perspective, it is very easy to build and will not create any 
debts at all, do we still think it has low complexity?” So, the metrics used for measuring 
task complexity can vary between different people. Actually, the task complexity in the 
archival records was also a subjectively rough estimation based on experience. 
However, the architect believed the amount of code will contribute to task complexity, 
and the percentage of debts will increase correspondently as the amount of code 
increases.   

For global distance, the architect thought it is possible that more TD will be 
incurred when a project is developed by distributed teams, because the cooperation 
between teams can be more difficult in such condition. Due to different time zones, it 
is hard to guarantee that people in different sites follow the same schedule, which also 
creates communication barriers among distributed teams. As he said: “The worst case 
is that people working with the same functionality are sitting in different places and 
doing different phases of the work.” On the contrary, if the product designer and 
developers sit close to each other, it will be easier for them to keep smooth 
communication and establish a tight relationship, and the amount of TD can be 
decreased efficiently. 

For maturity, the architect emphasized that maturity can affect TD 
significantly. A mature team tends to have higher performance, and the team members 
care more about the project from long-term perspective instead of short-term interests. 
They normally have a better technical competence and stronger awareness of self-
control. A higher quality product can be produced with less TD in such teams. 
However, the response from the architect is against what we found in the hierarchical 
multiple regression analysis. After matching the data of these factors, we find that the 
data of maturity in this data set may be not fair enough, since most complex tasks were 
carried out by teams with high maturity, while complex tasks are normally associated 
with more TDs. This is the reason why we got the opposite conclusion related to 
maturity. So more comprehensive data is needed to verify the impact of maturity on 
TD. Another reason may be as that teams with high maturity may be able to identify 
more TDs, since they are more skilled and have high ability. That is, the amount of 
debts hidden in the product may not increase, but higher proportion of TD can be found 
by people from mature team.    
 
4.2 Results for RQ2  

This section presents the results obtained from the semi-structured interview 
regarding TDM in large-scale distributed projects. According to the defined categories 
of content analysis. In Table 4.3, we list the TDM activities, corresponding tools, and 
approach used for each activity in the studied case. We also list the roles involved in 
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each TDM activity and the associated challenge. These results will be analyzed to 
answer RQ1 in following sub-sections. 

 
Table 4.3 Results of content analysis with respect to TDM 

ID TDM activity Tool Approach Role Challenge 
1 TD  

prevention 
X Coding 

standards, 
code review 

Developers, 
architects 

X 

2 TD 
identification 

X Expert 
judgment 

Everyone 
involved in 
the project 

X 

3 TD 
measurement 

X Expert 
judgment 

The one who 
identified the 

TD 

It is difficult to 
quantify the cost 

and benefit of 
fixing TD 

4 TD 
documentation 

Wiki-page Formats of 
TD items 

The one who 
identified the 

TD 

X 

5 TD 
communication 

Wiki-page Backlog, TD 
list 

Product 
community 

X 

6 TD 
prioritization 

X Expert 
judgment 

Chief 
architect 

The conflict 
between TD and 
other things like 

new functionality. 
7 TD monitoring N N N N 
8 TD repayment X Refactoring SAT, FBT, 

DMT, CT 
X 

Note: N means overlooked by the practitioner.  
 X in Tool column means the corresponding TDM activity was not supported by the tool.  
 X in Challenge column means there is no challenge with respect to this TDM activity.  
 Acronyms: SAT - Software Architect Team; FBT - Functionality Building Team;  

            DMT - Design Maintenance Team; CT - Customization Team. 

4.2.1 Results analysis  
       This section deals with the analysis of the results in Table 4.3. We give a brief 
description of the whole TDM process in section 4.2.1.1, then each TDM activities 
will be deeply analyzed in section 4.2.1.2. Finally, a full TDM concept model of this 
studied case is summarized in section 4.2.1.3.   

4.2.1.1 Brief overview of TDM process  
        Based on the subject’s description, the whole TDM process in this project 
can be summarized as the process in Figure 4.1. It starts with TD prevention, which 
strives to avoid TD issues at the early phase. The next step is TD identification. People 
involved in the project identify the potential TD based on their experience. After 
identifying TD, they write a node improvement proposal (NIP) about how to fix the 
TD and submit it to a wiki page system which is an internally implemented tool used 
for TDM. The new NIPs are discussed every second week within the product 
community steered by the chief architect (the interviewee). The community members 
evaluate the new NIPs and decide which one would be put into the TD priority list or 
rejected due to some reasons. TDs are prioritized by the chief architect after the 
community meeting. Then the TDs would be repaid by the teams that have free space.  
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Figure 4.1 The whole process of TD management in Ericsson  
In Figure 4.2, we matched the identified TDM activities from literature with 

what we got in this interview. TDM activities in the blue rectangles are the ones that 
explicitly included in this case, and the activity in the gray rectangle means it is 
overlooked during management. It is obvious that they did not cover all the eight 
identified TD management activities. TD prevention, identification, measurement, 
documentation, communication, prioritization, and repayment were mentioned by the 
interviewee. TD monitoring did not get any attention during the whole TDM process.  

 
 

Figure 4.2  Matching the identified TDM activities from practice and literature 

4.2.1.2 TDM activity 
       In this section, each TDM activity is analyzed through several aspects which 
include the description, roles involved, tools and approaches used, and associated 
challenges. 
A. TD prevention 

Description   Prevent potential TD from being incurred  

Role   Developers, architects 

Tool  Not supported by tool 

TD
prevention

TD
identification

TD
measurement

TD
documentation

TD
communication

TD
prioritization

TD
repayment

TD management

TD prevention

TD identification

TD measurement

TD documentation

TD communication

TD prioritization

TD mornitoring

TD repayment
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Approach  Coding standards, code review 

Challenge No challenge 
 

TD prevention is about taking actions to prevent potential TD being incurred. 
As the architect said: “From my point of view, we need to do the things right at the 
beginning to avoid potential debts.” In this case, TD was prevented by adopting coding 
standards and code review, coding standards were not always followed strictly by 
developers. The degree of developers following the coding standards depends on the 
program push. When the left time was very short before the release deadline, it was 
difficult to follow a specific rule and time-to-market would take a higher priority. Code 
review occasionally happens if the author were not confident enough regarding some 
parts of the code. The review can be done by another skilled developer who has free 
space. Architects will also review the code to ensure the product within its designed 
architecture. Especially, for immature teams, architects spent more efforts on code 
review to detect TD. Tools were not adopted for TD prevention. The architect also did 
not mention any challenges associated with TD prevention in this project.  

 
B. TD identification 

Description  Detect TD caused by intentional or unintentional technical decisions in a 
software system 

Role  Everyone involved in this project 

Tool  Not supported by tool 

Approach  Expert judgment  

Challenge No challenge 
 
TD identification is about detecting the debt caused by intentional or 

unintentional technical decisions. Normally, it was triggered by line-manager and 
program push. Sometimes, line-manager will motivate development teams to write 
some NIPs. Then team members will start to think about the potential debts that they 
owed the project. Program push means when some tasks must be finished before a 
specific deadline, then developers make shortcuts during the development, at this stage, 
they realized that this technical decision will cause a debt here and wrote a NIP 
immediately. Besides, people also identify some TDs triggered by themselves, when 
they think a technical issue will be risky if it continuously gets bigger, then they will 
document a NIP to let the manager know there was a TD in this part. Everyone in this 
project can identify TD and write a NIP. However, it was mainly done by the 
developers during the development. That is, when the code base was developed, 
developers will check the potential TDs associated with the code, e.g., code 
complexity. 

There are no tools being used for TD identification. Therefore, people identify 
TD based on their experience and personal preference. They reported a TD that they 
thought it should be. Generally, a small TD will be solved without writing a formal 
NIP, so the manager even did not know the existence of that TD. Another thing which 
should be emphasized is that they did not have a clear classification of TD. Different 
types of TD are put together and not labeled with TD type (seeing Table 4.2). When 
we showed the TD classification tree to the architect, he clearly emphasized that they 
did not manage TD in such details. The architect did not mention any challenges 
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associated with TD identification. However, lack of a clear classification of TD type 
is an obvious shortage regarding TD identification. 
 
C. TD measurement 

Description  Quantify the benefit and cost of identified TD in a software or estimate the 
overall accumulation level of TD 

Role  TD was measured by the one who identified it 

Tool  Not supported by tool 

Approach  Expert judgment  

Challenge  It is difficult to quantify the cost and benefit, especially transform TD into 
economic consequence  

 
TD measurement is about quantifying the cost and benefit of identified TD as 

well as the overall level of TD accumulation in a project. In this case, TD was 
measured by the one who identified it. Generally, it is measured in man-days and the 
cost is just a guess based on experience or intuition. Tools were not adopted for TD 
measurement. The architect stressed that it is difficult to give an accurate estimation 
of the cost until the TD was almost fixed. It is even more difficult to transform 
technical problems into economic consequence. This is a clear challenge mentioned 
by the architect. Besides, the benefit of fixing or the loss of not fixing a TD was not 
measured. Instead, they only described the advantages and disadvantages semantically 
of solving a TD. For example, “the advantage is increasing the maintainability of the 
product and the disadvantage is that it costs a lot of resources to fix this TD.” They 
also lack measuring the overall level of TD accumulation. That is, adding up the cost 
of fixing all types of TD to get a sum, this number shows the overall health conditions 
of the product and reminds manager to take actions on TD. Managers should pay more 
attention to these overlooked measurement aspects. 

 
C. TD documentation/presentation 

Description  Provide a way to represent and codify TD in a uniform manner addressing 
the concerns of particular stakeholders. 

Role  TD was documented by the one who identified it 

Tool  Wiki page, an internally implemented tool for TDM  

Approach  Format of TD items  

Challenge  Not challenge  
 
TD documentation provides a way to codify and represent TD through a 

uniform format, which makes TD easy to track and further management. In this case, 
TD was documented by the one who identified it. To make it visible to relevant 
stakeholders, they document the TD through a uniform format supported by wiki page. 
Each TD item was represented with several fields such as ID, name, location, etc. 
(seeing Table 4.4). These properties are useful inputs for other activities. When a 
developer chose a TD from the priority list to fix, s/he could quickly get an overview 
of this debt and know exactly where it was, then took actions to mitigate it according 
to the suggested improvement solution. The architect was optimistic about the way 
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they used for TD documentation. Therefore, no challenge was mentioned respect to 
this activity. 
 
Table 4.4 TD documentation format 
Field  Description 
ID A unique identifier for a TD item 
Slogan The name of NIP which fixes the TD 
Author The author of the NIP 
Improvement Cost The cost to conduct TD fixing 
Last changed The time point when the NIP is last changed, indicating the 

freshness of TD  
Status The status of the NIP (Category: finished, ready, rejected, not 

done, updated) 
Priority The priority decided after discussion 
Source The location of the identified TD item in source code 
Planned Release(s) The planned release time of the task which contains the TD 

item 
Description The details of the TD item and its improvement solution 
Pros/cons The advantages and disadvantages of conducting the 

improvement 
Decision log The decision of whether the NIP is rejected. If rejected, there 

will be the reason for rejection here 
 
E. TD communication 

Description  Make identified TD visible to stakeholders so that it can be discussed and 
further managed 

Role  Software architect, program manager, line manager 

Tool  Wiki page, an internally implemented tool for TDM 

Approach  Backlog, TD list 

Challenge  Not challenge  
 
After TD was documented into a NIP, it can be discussed and further managed 

by particular stakeholders. TD communication was conducted within the product 
community every second week. This community was composed of software architects, 
program manager, and line manager (seeing Figure 4.3). The chief architect steered 
the product community and facilitated communication among multiple stakeholders 
goes smoothly. There were two central topics with respect to TDM in this meeting. 
First, choose real TDs from the backlog in the wiki page, since not all NIPs stored in 
the backlog were TDs. For example, a NIP regarding improving the usability of the 
product would not be treated as a TD. Then these TDs were discussed separately based 
on the documented information such as description, pros/cons, priority, and 
improvement cost. Product community evaluated the importance and urgency of the 
identified TDs. So, not every TD can be put into the TD list (a TD list is stored into a 
spread sheet and only includes approved TD), the rejection reason will be shown in 
the Decision log field. All stakeholders must reach an agreement upon the results to 
avoid any personal preference that may lead to wrong decisions. TD communication 
was conducted very well in this case and no challenges were associated with this TDM 
activity. 
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Figure 4.3 The construction of product community 

  
F. TD prioritization  

Description  Rank identified TD according to certain predefined rules to support 
deciding which TD items should be repaid first and which TD items can be 
tolerated until later releases 

Role   Chief architect 

Tool  Not supported by tool 

Approach  Expert judgment  

Challenge  The conflict between TD and new functionality or other things  
 
TD prioritization is about ranking the identified TDs and deciding which one 

should be repaid first. In this case, a TD list was generated after the discussion within 
the product community. Then the TD list was stored into a spread sheet individually 
and prioritized by the chief architect. TD was prioritized according to the importance 
of each TD. However, the importance was mostly estimated based on experience or 
intuition. Meanwhile, the chief architect showed more confidence to people’s opinion 
rather than specific numbers, so the knowledge gained from product community was 
also an important input to support him to make decisions. For TD prioritization, the 
biggest challenge was the conflicts between TD and other things like new 
functionalities. TD was always assigned with the lowest priority, so some TDs were 
not able to be repaid timely before it gets worse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.4 TD prioritization process 
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Description  Help managers to see the changes in the cost and benefit of unresolved TD 
over time 

Role   Not mentioned 

Tool  Not mentioned  

Approach  Not mentioned 

Challenge  Not mentioned  
 
TD monitoring helps managers to see the changes in the cost and benefit of 

unsolved TD over time. However, TD monitoring was not conducted in this project, 
because the cost was measured only once after a TD was identified. Then the approved 
TDs were assigned with priority and stored into a spread sheet, the cost of each TD 
will not be measured again before it was completely removed. The reason was that the 
chief architect lacked the awareness of monitoring TD, and development teams would 
care more about which TD was within their ability rather than monitor the continuous 
change of cost, because the TD priority list was kept by the chief architect, they were 
not able to differentiate TD and non-TD in the backlog by themselves. Therefore, team 
members did not have clear monitoring targets.  

 
H. TD repayment 

Description  Resolve or mitigate TD in a software system  

Role  SAT, FBT, DMT, CT,  

Tool  Not supported by tool 

Approach  Refactoring 

Challenge  No challenge 
 
TD repayment is about resolving or mitigating TD in a software product. In 

this case, TD was repaid through refactoring the code base by teams with free space. 
The free space was a time gap before new functionality came into the project. The 
team members chose a TD from the priority list to fix that within their ability. 
Therefore, there was not a fixed time reserved for fixing TD. Generally, SAT and FBT 
take the most responsibility of TD repayment. However, when the two teams were 
trapped in other tasks, then DMT and CT will take care of the TD list. This mechanism 
spreads across the whole organization. The architect stressed that sometimes they did 
not get time to fix TD, because new features were already waiting in the queue with 
higher priority than fixing TD. Actually, the developers also fix small technical issues 
during the development. As the architect said: “whether they documented a formal NIP 
mainly based on the size of the debt, a small TD will be solved during the development, 
there was no need to write a NIP about this.” Tools were not used for TD repayment, 
so TD was solved manually in most cases and no obvious challenge is associated with 
this activity. 

4.2.1.3 The concept model of TDM in this case  
According to the above analysis of each TDM activity, we summarize a 

concept model of TDM followed by this large-scale distributed project (see Figure 4.5), 
which includes the TDM activities, tools, approaches, and the people involved in each 
activity. The model provides a clear picture about the whole TDM process in this case. 
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We note that this model is just in terms of one node, but the TDM process of other 
nodes also follows the same rule. As we can see, wiki page plays a key role in the 
whole management process, almost all TDM activities have a direct or indirect 
connection with wiki page except TD prevention (Direct connection means a TDM 
activity is supported by the wiki page; indirect connection means a TDM activity is 
not supported by the wiki page, but still has relationship with the wiki page. For 
example, TD was not repaid through the wiki page, but people need to check some 
basic information of TD stored in the wiki page). In large-scale distributed project, 
wiki page can work for people in different locations since it is an online system which 
can be accessed and edited on the internet by all team members of the project, 
regardless of differences in distance and time. The wiki page system will collect TDs 
from all nodes and put them into one backlog. So, it is convenient for the manager to 
have an overview of current TDs that developers owe the project. Normally, people 
just handle the debts within his/her own node. 

 
 

Figure 4.5 TDM model of this studied case 
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5 DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents discussions for the results of our study. We try to extend 

our views by including findings from the literature and comparing them with the 
situation in the studied case, in order to find new possibilities of TDM. Section 5.1 
discusses the results related to our research questions. In section 5.2 and 5.3, we try to 
extract some implications for researchers and practitioners separately based on our 
research. 

5.1 Discussions in terms of research questions  
 
RQ1: What are the factors that impact TD in large-scale distributed projects? 
RQ1.1: How do these factors impact TD in large-scale distributed projects? 
 
A. Task complexity 

Task complexity in the archival data of this study refers to how complex the 
task is. As complexity increases with changes in structure, the dependencies among 
the constituent services will also change, which may cause potential extra work to 
maintain the software. Alzaghoul et al [9] studied a cloud-based architecture in order 
to manage TD in the structure, and found that higher complexity may indicate higher 
rework cost and lower complexity may indicate otherwise. As a result, increased 
complexity will lead to an increase in TD. Therefore, managers should pay more 
attention to task complexity, and assign more effort to complicated tasks from the TDM 
perspective. That is, tasks with high complexity need more regular tests to check the 
status timely, and development teams need to focus more on the parts with high 
complexity when they identify TD. During development of the software, developers 
should follow the coding standards strictly to avoid incurring unnecessary TD. 

 
B. Global distance 

Global distance measures the overhead of cooperation and coordination in 
communication between several sites, which is highly related to the distance between 
sites. Effective communication between distributed sites is crucial for a successful 
distributed project, since it ensures that the information sender and receiver can reach 
a common understanding, avoiding misunderstanding in coordination and controlling 
[10]. However, distance negatively affects communication, which in turn reduces 
coordination effectiveness, increasing the risk of incurring TD. To reduce the impact 
of distance, regular synchronous communication like telephone and audio/video 
conferencing is necessary to reduce misunderstandings, preventing small problems 
from becoming more serious problems. Another way to deal with distance is sharing 
people’s work and let other people asynchronously track the activities and comment 
on their work items. This way is beneficial for finding the potential TD as early as 
possible [10].  

A common understanding of TD and its management is vital when a project 
is carried out across multiple sites. It is necessary for team members to be aligned to 
TDM instead of being merely aware of what constitute technical debt. Teams sharing 
a common understanding of TD are able to differentiate between trivial code quality 
issues and TD, and recognize TD efficiently. On the contrary, when teams are not 
aligned, there is no guarantee that they will systematically pay off technical debt [8]. 

 
C. Maturity 
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Maturity is used to describe how a team can deliver the product independently. 
High maturity implies an increased capability of controlling and managing TD, with 
important historical data available for development teams to quantitatively manage 
and control key project as well as organizational processes [34]. Some studies also 
show that higher level of process maturity is related to higher product quality, and 
meanwhile reducing cycle time and development effort suggests a lower TD [35]. 
From this perspective, development teams with high maturity are beneficial for TDM, 
since historical data is available for team members to estimate and measure TD. 
Therefore, TD can be managed through a more systematic way, and the good TDM 
strategy can be realized under such environment. So, the debts can be controlled under 
the risk level effectively. It needs to be clarified that a mature team does not mean 
there is no TD in the product they develop. In order to achieve profitable time-to-
market goals, TD may be acceptable even in a highly mature team [35]. But the mature 
team has a good ability to make the TD under their control. Therefore, we should not 
correlate TD with team maturity separately, since mature teams tend to be assigned 
with complex tasks which may also cause TD issues. 
 
RQ2: How do practitioners manage TD in large-scale distributed projects?  
RQ2.1: What methods and tools are used to manage TD in terms of each management 
activity in large-scale distributed projects?  
RQ2.2: Which roles are involved in each TDM activity in large-scale distributed 
projects? 

 
A. TD Prevention 

TD prevention was conducted through adopting coding standards and code 
review. Development teams followed the specific coding standards to avoid creating 
any unnecessary debts. There are also a lot of other approaches which can be used for 
TD prevention such as training, education, test-driven development etc. [36]. Among 
these approaches, coding standard is the mostly mentioned and used approach both in 
literature and practice. However, developers are not able to follow such rule strictly 
during daily development. The reason is that organizations always face with 
competition from other competitors, guaranteeing time-to-market and achieving more 
business value become the most important thing [37]. So, following a rigid coding 
standard will slow down development speed and consume more resources in short term 
[38]. Sometimes, such rule will also make developers feel annoying and affect their 
productivity. Code review was only occasionally conducted by the development teams, 
since it is time-consuming to review every line of code. The code will be reviewed by 
another developer if the author did not feel confident about a certain part. Besides, 
architects also review the code generated by immature teams and provide improvement 
recommendations to help them improve the code quality. 

TD prevention is useful to reduce the pressure of TDM, since good prevention 
is beneficial to other subsequent TDM activities. When the development teams obey a 
coding standard, it is possible that the amount of TD related to code base will decrease 
[39]. The saved resources for fixing TD could be assigned to other practices like 
building new features. 

 
B. TD Identification 

TD identification is the first step before development teams try to fix TD, 
because a TD can be resolved only after the development teams know where it is. [40]. 
TD identification was conducted when it was pushed by project or motivated by line-
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manager. TD can be detected manually or automatically. In our case, it seems that the 
development teams identify TDs manually during the development. A set of tools have 
been developed for TDM and most of them facilitate TD identification. Code TD is 
the main target of these tools, while only a few of them can be used to detect other TD 
types (e.g., design TD and architectural TD) [3]. So, development teams lack a 
powerful tool to help them solve such problems. Tools like SonarQube are suitable to 
find small errors in the code base [18]. However, the higher-level TD like architectural 
TD is still a challenge faced by practitioners [41].  

Meanwhile, a clear map of TD types is also important for practitioners to 
identify TD systemically. Such TD type map serves as a checklist, reminding the 
development teams of what technical issue should be detected as a TD and keeping it 
under control. Otherwise, it is possible that some TD types may be overlooked. They 
have the same problem in the case since TD was identified objectively based on 
experience, so different people may have different rules to judge what should be 
treated as TD or non-TD.   

 
C. TD Measurement 

TD measurement is the most fundamental TDM activity. TD can be measured 
into man-days or money. For technical side, through checking cost (man-days), project 
managers could understand the risk level of a TD and assign reasonable resources to 
it [34]. For business side, benefit (money) is a strong evidence to convince business 
stakeholders to invest in fixing TD, since most business stakeholders are more 
sensitive to benefit that they can get after fixing a technical issue or the money they 
will lose if not mitigating it [34]. 

In this case, TD was measured mainly based on experience. One problem of 
human estimation is that the experience is various between team members. Especially, 
when the TD is not fixed by the one who measures it, the actual cost may deviate from 
the original estimation. For example, the one who identifies the TD is a highly skilled 
developer, while the one who fixes the TD may be less skilled. So, the actual cost has 
a high possibility to exceed the estimated cost. The cost can also change if a specific 
developer leaves the project [34]. Some researchers point out that using a single value 
as an estimation of the cost would lead to a +/- 80% deviation [34]. They suggested 
using a range or best case and worst case (e.g., fixing this TD will cost less than 4 
hours) to estimate the needed effort instead of a single value.  

We find that benefit and overall TD accumulation were not measured in this 
case. As the architect mentioned, it is difficult to translate technical issues into 
economic consequence. A good way to convert TD into money is to estimate the 
required effort and then translate it into money [34]. The overall TD accumulation is 
also essential in TDM, since the cost of a single TD item may be small, but when we 
sum up the cost of all identified TDs, the result may be surprisingly high. So, the 
overall TD accumulation can give the manager an impression of impacts caused by 
existing TDs, and more time may be given for TD repayment. 

Due to lack of using tools, human estimation is the only choice for the 
development team to measure TD. But here we are not judging that measurement 
through tools is better than measurement based on experience, because automated 
estimation also has its shortage, such as not be able to cover all types of TD and without 
considering the influential factors (e.g., team competence). However, the most 
significant advantages of automated estimation are fast and consecutive. Especially in 
this case, the architect did not have enough confidence to the results of measurements 
calculated by the tool (SonarQube), but he still showed interest to such tool since it 
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could help them save a lot of time. Therefore, a good way to measure TD is combining 
both expert opinion and automated estimation [34].  

 
D. TD Documentation  

When development teams realize a debt, documenting the debt will help a lot 
in systematically managing it. In this case, TD documentation is conducted very well. 
TD is documented after it is identified, and documentation is mandatory before a TD 
is put into the priority list. Therefore, TD documentation is not treated as meaningless 
and a waste of time, but as a part of their job or responsibility. Falessi, et al. [34] called 
such phenomenon as organizational constraints which means an activity is conducted 
only because it is mandated by the organization. 

Efficient documentation is vital for further TDM. Improper or lack of 
documentation will cause negative impacts on other TDM actives, such TD 
communication, prioritization, monitoring and repayment [42]. Managers cannot 
monitor an undocumented TD since it is oral and invisible. Moreover, if the 
undocumented debts are not repaid immediately, it is possible that they will be 
forgotten or ignored at some point. A formal documentation format can make the TD 
traceable and increase the effectiveness of TDM. 

In Figure 5.1, we make a comparison between the documentation format in 
this case and in the literature [3]. It was clear that both formats share some common 
features such as ID, name/slogan, author, principle, location, and description. 
Meanwhile, five new fields (last changed, status, planned release, decision log, and 
priority) were identified in this case study, which is a supplement of current literature. 
Fields like interest amount, interest possibility, interest standards deviation are 
important notions in TDM. However, they were not documented in this case. The 
interest possibility means the probability of occurrence that the interest of a TD item 
needs to be repaid [34]. If there is no probability of occurrence, then it is unreasonable 
to assign a lot of resources to such TD [34]. So, interest possibility and interest amount 
should be both estimated when dealing with interest estimation [34]. Other information 
such as the context, propagation rules and correlations with other debt items was also 
helpful for the development team when they decide to repay a TD.  

 

 
Figure 5.1 Comparison of documentation format between practice and literature 
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These properties should be considered when documenting a TD. We note that 
not all these properties must be documented, practitioners can choose the ones that are 
essential according to their specific context. 
 
E. TD Communication 

TD communication is the most usual TDM activity in this studied case. Every 
second week a meeting was held by the product community to discuss the TDs stored 
in backlog. The biggest issue associated with TD communication is the gap between 
technical and non-technical stakeholders [43]. The objective of TD communication is 
to reach an agreement between two sides. The chief architect steered the meeting and 
played the role as a bridge to make different stakeholders to share a common 
understanding of TD, choose the right ones to fix and assign reasonable resources to 
each TD. From this perspective, TD communication is about doing the right thing 
rather than doing things right. TD communication is in the middle of the whole TDM 
process, good communication of TD is the premise of the success of subsequent TDM 
activities. Without TD communication, the development teams could not realize the 
TDM strategy successfully. 

 
F.TD Prioritization 

TD was prioritized based on the importance of each TD. However, the 
definition of importance was not clear in this case. We could concern the importance 
from both the technical and business side [44]. For example, one TD may be urgent 
and beneficial to the technical side but may create less business value, while some 
debts may be more important to the business side with less contribution to the technical 
improvement. From this point of view, both technical and business side should be 
evaluated when conducting TD prioritization. 

There are several issues should be considered during TDM, especially must 
make tradeoff during TD prioritization. That is balancing: 1) number of features to 
implement; 2) user perceived quality; 3) time to market; 4) the maintainability of the 
product in the future [34]. Therefore, TD prioritization is a complicated task, it is not 
reasonable to prioritize TD separately from other things like releasing new features. 
When fixing a TD can get more benefit than releasing a new feature, then removing 
TD should take priority over scheduled delivery [34]. 

In this case, the interviewee admitted that the priority of TD was always lower 
than other things, therefore TD was usually handled by teams that had free space. They 
did not strictly follow the order of the priority list, instead, teams chose the one that 
they were able to fix. Further, they did not have the figure of the risk level of the TD 
that was going to be repaid, which means maybe some fixed TD did not cross the 
breaking point and was not problematic. Whereas, some TDs may be very risky but 
still not repaid due to the inability of the free team, while teams that have the ability 
were still developing other new functionality and did not have time to take care of the 
TD. So, it was highly possible that some TDs with lower priority were solved before 
the ones with higher priority, which makes the prioritization process less effective. A 
method called portfolio approach was suggested to solve the conflicts between TD and 
other things. Portfolio approach considers TD items together with other new features 
or bugs as assets and chooses the best asset set to achieve maximum benefit with 
minimum investment risk [45]. Another problem in this case was that they prioritized 
TD statically instead of a dynamic way. Because the accumulation speed may vary a 
lot between different TDs. For example, a small code TD could increase quickly within 
a period of time due to developers did not follow the coding standards, then it should 
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be given a higher priority than before. Therefore, the priority should be adjusted 
regularly according to the accumulation degree of each TD. But, this was also 
impossible to conduct without good monitoring.  

 
G. TD Monitoring  

TD monitoring is one of the most important TDM activities, which helps 
managers to see the changes in the cost and benefit of unresolved TD over time [3]. 
Seaman and Guo [2] suggest that through monitoring, development teams could find 
a proper time point to fix TD, which is when the amount of interest is higher than the 
amount of principle. Without monitoring, the development teams are not able to have 
any reasoning for other TDM activities [46]. However, TD monitoring was not 
conducted in this case. There can be several reasons in terms of ignoring TD 
monitoring in this case. First, TD monitoring is tightly related to TD measurement, but 
TD was only measured (a guess by the people who identify the TD) once after it was 
identified. Without any continuous input data from daily measurement, it is impossible 
to monitor TD. Second, historical data was not saved, which can be used to track the 
increasing and decreasing tendency of TD accumulation. Consequently, without TD 
monitoring, the team members did not know when was the optimal point to mitigate 
or remove TD.  

However, we should stress that the chief architect thought they manage TD 
very well without monitoring TD. This can be explained from several aspects. Firstly, 
as we talked above, TDM was treated as a formal activity in this case, the manager 
paid enough attention to TD issues and the team members were aligned to TDM. 
Secondly, they have a relatively systematical TDM process with the use of wiki page 
system. The TDs were documented very well and discussed regularly. The 
development teams also have the awareness of repaying TD. Thirdly, TD monitoring 
is not an indispensable activity to the TDM process, but it is important because it can 
significantly improve the efficiency of maintenance work and save time and cost for 
other works. Therefore, there was not deadly threat to the future maintainability of the 
product without TD monitoring. But, the “well” talked by the chief architect only focus 
on the technical side, and is only a temporary status because the tasks are in a limited 
amount. With a big increase in number of tasks and a long running time of the project, 
it is increasingly difficult for maintainers to keep track of the changes in TD manually 
and find the proper time point to repay TD. In this condition, TD monitoring will make 
a difference and play an important role in managing TD within a large amount of tasks. 
From the financial perspective, it is possible that they do not use the resources through 
a proper way. If they do not know the up-to-date status of TD accumulation, they 
cannot take actions timely and may cause extra costs. So, the chief architect should 
consider adopting TD monitoring more in this project, which will be beneficial to their 
TDM in the future. 

 
H. TD Repayment 

TD repayment has a strong relationship with TD measurement and monitoring, 
because to repay the debt, the team should check how urgent the debt is and decide 
when to repay the debt. As mentioned earlier, TD also has beneficial side to the project, 
it is not problematic if we can get more benefit than cost to retain it [47], so it is 
important to find the right time to repay TD, which could maximize benefit with a 
given risk level and minimize the risk with a given level of benefit [47]. But since TD 
monitoring was overlooked in this project, it was difficult to find the proper point to 
repay TD.  
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In this case, development teams repaid TD through refactoring the code base, 
which is the most used approach for TD repayment mentioned in the literature. 
Refactoring is about improving the code structure without changing the functionality 
to customer side [3]. However, the percentage of refactoring need more consideration 
by practitioners, whether a TD should be removed completely or just mitigate it under 
the threshold should be decided based on current needs. A reasonable repayment 
strategy is useful for saving resources and guaranteeing the TDM quality. Besides, 
automation is also a good approach to ease the repayment process through automating 
manually-repeated work like manual tests, manual builds and manual deployment [48]. 
This approach liberates team members from heavy and repetitive repayment tasks and 
avoids potential human errors [48].  

 
RQ2.3: What challenges are associated with TDM in large-scale distributed projects? 
 
A. Measurement issues 

It is difficult to quantify and estimate the cost and benefit of fixing TD since 
the impacts of TD are not uniform [2]. As mentioned by the architect, the cost of each 
TD was guessed by the original author. There was not an underlying theory or model 
to aid TD measurement. Further, TD was measured statically, which means once the 
cost was decided, it would not be modified during the subsequent process. However, 
the principle and interest of a TD will always change and will not keep the same level 
before it was completely solved [34], because the accumulation and the impacts of TD 
are changing over time. Meanwhile, other factors will also impact the measurement of 
TD, such as team competence/maturity, which should be considered carefully by 
practitioners when measuring TD. However, it is not realistic for people to calculate 
the cost of the same TD every day manually, since it is time-consuming and boring. 
Tooling is an effective way to resolve such challenges, but current tools are mostly 
suitable for code TD. However, architectural issues are the largest source of TD and 
are difficult to deal with, and development teams were struggling to measure such TD 
[46]. 

 
B. Priority issues 

TD prioritization is another challenge of TDM. Currently, less out-off-box 
prioritization methods can be used by practitioners to make a tradeoff between 
technical and business perspectives. Even though, approaches like portfolio were 
developed to solve such problem, but few industrial cases can be found to evaluate the 
efficiency of this method. In this case, the conflicts between TD and new features or 
functionality was really clear. TD was always assigned with the lowest priority 
compared to other things. Further, the conflicts also exist among TDs. A TD may not 
be given a high priority because it creates less business value. So, the customer side 
took more weight when the chief architect considering the priority issues. This may be 
caused by the fact that the development teams were facing with continuous delivering 
with a limited schedule, while the success criterion of a project is creating more 
business value for customers. Therefore, the balance of different aspects (e.g., time to 
market, quality of the product, etc.) to make decisions is the key issue when designing 
TD prioritization solutions. Bavani [8] found that if TD is not managed properly, it 
can harm the predictability, which can in turn impact market capitalization. Therefore, 
practitioners should stay a clear mind when making TDM decisions. An unbalanced 
decision may push the debt to a higher risk level.  
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5.2 Implications for research 
       The results of the case study point out some implications for research: 

 The subjective approaches for TD measurement should get more attention 
from researchers. Since the measurement through TDM tools are not 
convincing to practitioners, more studies should be conducted to compare 
the results estimated by expert’s experience and calculated by TDM tools. 
Such studies may give practitioners more confidence to use TDM tools.  

 There should be more exploration of the relationship between TD and 
influential factors in large-scale distributed project, as well as the 
dependence between factors. Such factors should be considered when 
predicting and managing TD. 

5.3 Implications for practice 
       The results of the case study also point out some implications for practice: 

 Many tools have been developed for TDM. Some tools are devoted to 
TDM and some only support one or several TDM activities. Thus, 
practitioners can use these tools (see Table 2.2) to manage TD, or combine 
different tools to improve their TDM process. 

 A combination of expert opinions and TDM tools is suitable for those who 
does not have enough confidence in the results generated by tools. 

 It is important to cover all identified TDM activities to manage TD 
systematically. TDM activities are dependent on each other, overlooking 
one activity may influence other related activities (e.g., repayment has a 
tight relationship with monitoring). Specifically, in this case, TD 
monitoring is an essential part of TDM and should be adopted and paid 
more attention to. 

 Practitioners should make a tradeoff between technical and business 
aspects when prioritizing TD rather than thinking about each aspect 
separately. 

 A common understanding of TD and its management in distributed project 
could improve the efficiency of TDM. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
       In this chapter, we draw the conclusion of the study, answer the research 
questions and discuss future work. The remainder of this chapter is structured as 
follows: section 6.1 presents the conclusion and the answers to the research questions. 
Section 6.2 presents the limitation and threats to validity for the study. In section 6.3 
we present the contribution of our research. Future work is discussed in section 6.4. 

6.1 Conclusion 
TDM is a crucial activity to help increase the maintainability of a software 

product. Researchers have done a lot of studies about TDM. However, little research 
was related to TDM in large-scale distributed projects, which is a more complex 
management compared to traditional collocated management. In large-scale 
distributed projects, with the size of the development team scaling up, it is impractical 
to concentrate all human resources in one location. Therefore, the communication and 
cooperation between teams in different locations are facing more barriers, which may 
create extra TD during this process. We did an exploratory case study about TDM in 
a large-scale distributed project of Ericsson to understand how the TDM is conducted 
in practice on the daily basis. Meanwhile, we explored the relationship between several 
influential factors and TD. According to the objectives, we formulated two main 
research questions to perform this study. We collected data through archival records 
and semi-structured interview to answer our research questions. The answer to each 
research question is shown as below: 

  
RQ1: What are the factors that impact TD in large-scale distributed projects? 

We totally got five factors (task complexity, lead time, global distance, total 
developers, and maturity) from archival data to make a hierarchical multiple regression 
analysis in order to explore their impacts on TD. Finally, we found three factors that 
have statistically significant impacts on TD, which are task complexity, global distance, 
and maturity. Task complexity is the strongest predictor of TD. That means 
complicated tasks could create more TD compared with simple tasks. The results also 
showed a positive correlation relationship between the other two factors and TD. The 
findings were evaluated by the architect during the interview. One divergence was that 
he thought tasks carried out by mature teams will create less TD. The reason of this 
divergence has been discussed in this thesis. 
 
RQ2: How do practitioners manage TD in large-scale distributed projects? 

We conducted a semi-structured interview to answer RQ1. Seven TDM 
activities were mentioned by the architect, which are TD prevention, identification, 
measurement, documentation, communication, prioritization, and repayment. TD 
monitoring was not covered in this case.  

TD was prevented by adopting coding standard and code review. Developers 
followed specific standards to build the software. However, they did not follow the 
rule strictly. Especially, when time-to-market was urgent to the product. The code was 
reviewed by another developer when the author was not confident in terms of specific 
parts, besides, the architect will also review the new and modified code to prevent TD 
accumulation and increase the product’s maintainability. Tools were not used for TD 
prevention. 

TD was identified based on experience (expert judgment), everyone in this 
project could write a NIP of an identified TD and submit it to the wiki page. But most 
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of the TDs were identified by the developers during the development. Tools were not 
used for TD identification. 

TD was measured by the one who identified it based on experience (expert 
judgment). Tools were not used for TD measurement. 

TD was documented by the one who identified it through a uniform format 
supported by wiki page. 

TD was communicated within the product community which consists of 
software architects, program manager and line manager. The relative stakeholders 
discussed the NIPs in the backlog (wiki page), then a TD list was generated and stored 
into a spread sheet so that TD can be further managed. 

TD was prioritized by the chief architect who estimate the importance of 
each TD based on his experience or intuition. Tools were not used for TD prioritization. 

TD was repaid through refactoring the code base. The SAT and FBT took 
the most responsibility to fix the TD, when the two teams are trapped in other tasks, 
then DMT and CT will take care of the TD list. 

Two challenges mentioned by the architect were TD measurement and 
prioritization. 

6.2 Limitations and Threats to validity 
Internal validity is concerned with causal relations being examined. This 

threat is happening when an investigated factor is also affected by a third factor which 
is not identified [49]. One limitation is about the hierarchical multiple regression 
analysis. Conducting such analysis extremely depends on the experience of analysts, 
different analysts may get different results with the same data because of different 
actions on the data, such as the strategy of data processing. The authors in this study 
are not professional analysts, so it is difficult to guarantee the results with high 
accuracy. Some unwanted variations may be introduced during the analysis process. 
This threat is mitigated by following some existing guides of conducting hierarchical 
multiple regression.  

External validity is concerned with generalizing the results of this study 
outside of the scope of study [49]. One limitation of the study is the number of 
interviewee and case. We were only able to be in contact with one interviewee in this 
single case study. The results may be generalized out of this case by adding more 
interviewees from different companies. However, the objective of this study was not 
to generate a generalizable TDM model or framework, but to understand how people 
manage TD within its specific environment. So, generalization was not necessary to 
this study. 

Construct validity is to what extent the adopted operational measures really 
represent what the researcher has in mind and what is investigated according to the 
research questions [49]. This type of threat is mitigated by following measures: 1) The 
interview instruments was reviewed and evaluated by other researchers, and then we 
modified questions that may cause misunderstanding. 2) Making sure the interviewee 
understood the questions correctly before further discussion. 3) Clarifying the purpose 
of this study to make the interviewee answer the questions without any misgivings. 4) 
The interview transcript and thesis draft were also sent to the interviewee to verify if 
we misinterpreted anything. 

Reliability validity is concerned with to what extent the data and the analysis 
are dependent on the specific researchers [49]. To mitigate this threat, we carefully 
described the process of data collection and analysis to make the study repeatable.  
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6.3 Contribution 
This research and the thesis has some contributions in the following aspects: 
For industry, we helped the team in the studied case to identify shortage of 

their TDM. From this case, we found that they lack TD monitoring which is an 
important part of TDM and can improve the efficiency of TDM in this case. Before 
the interview, they even did not realize that TD should be monitored. Meanwhile, TD 
should be classified into several categories so that they can adopt different strategies 
for different kinds of TD. But as we showed in the documentation format table, they 
did not classify TD, so different people may treat different technical problems as TD, 
and some TD type may be ignored. So we helped the team to understand the different 
types pf TD. In addition, with our data analysis, we identified several influential 
factors of TD. Such factors can be referred to when practitioners try to predict TD and 
increase the TDM quality for this project. 

For academia, we summarized and synthesized a TDM concept model 
reflecting the whole TDM process in this project. Current studies generally answer 
how to conduct each TDM activity. Some study tried to explain the TDM process, but 
they only covered several fundamental TDM activities like TD measurement, 
monitoring, and repayment. In this research, we synthesized the whole TDM process 
in this project, and visualized the process into a complete concept model, which has 
not been achieved before within the team. Even though our aim is not to generalize the 
result out of the case, the activities identified in case were mostly the same as those 
talked in literature, so the TDM concept model may be referred to by other companies 
and researchers. 

6.4 Future work 
We plan to conduct more case studies on this topic to supplement the research. 

In the next studies, first, we will collect more archival data to re-evaluate the impact 
of these factors on TD, since the archival data size in this case was relatively small. 
Second, we aim to interview multiple roles involved in large-scale distributed projects 
(e.g., developer and tester) to get a more comprehensive understanding of TDM in 
large-scale distributed projects. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Appendix A 
 

Question ID Interview question 
1 RQ1. Tell us some background about this project and your job in this 

project? 
1.1 RQ1. 1 How long has the project been running in Ericsson? 
1.2 RQ1. 2 How long have you worked in this project? 
1.3 RQ1. 3 What’s your role and responsibility in the project? 
2 RQ2. What’s your understanding of TD?  
3 RQ3. How do you manage TD in this project? 
4 RQ4. Who is involved in TD management? 
5 RQ5. What tools does your company use to aid TD management related 

to each management activity? 
6 RQ6. What methods does your company use to manage TD related to 

each management activity?  
7 RQ7. What challenges you are facing when managing TD in large-scale 

distributed projects? 
8 RQ8. Do you think the other missing management activities are also 

important to ensure the success of TD management? 
9 RQ9. To what reason these management activities are ignored? 
10 RQ10. What are the negative effects if not cover these ignored 

management activities? 
11 RQ11. What do you think of the data analysis results of archival data? 
12 RQ12. Are there any factors that you think will impact TD? 
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